
Self-regulation and resilience: We encourage children to begin to understand

their emotions and show empathy to others using, the colour monster book, four-

part apology, calm down box, calming area and breathing exercises.

Creating a sense of belonging: We have photo books accessible, pictures of the

children are displayed throughout the setting, both parents and practitioners

share photos and experiences on tapestry, ‘home’ blocks so children can use

their house within their play, social mealtimes and own water bottle, self-

registration and having access to their comforters throughout the day.

Building secure attachments: We use the key person approach, 1:1 self-care

(e.g. nappy and potty training).

Promoting independence: Breakfast station, serving main meals, selecting the

correct cutlery, pouring drinks, giving choice, selecting weather appropriate

clothing, and getting dressed independently, selecting resources and activities

following their own interests. Practitioners also support children with potty training

and toileting needs. Children are also encouraged to choose their own

toys/activities and if they would like to play inside or outdoors.

Promoting friendships and life skills: Encouraging turn taking, praising others and

celebrating personal achievements, discussing and modelling what makes a

good friend.

Self-care: Supporting children to attend their toileting needs independently or

1:1 nappy changing. Teaching good hygiene practices and supporting children

with dressing themselves independently.

Fine motor skills: Children to build strength in their fingers through mark making,

playdough, using tweezers, puzzles and practicing zips.

Promoting democracy: Children vote and make choices as a group and

independently. Children’s choice on our weekly menu and voting for which

book or activity they would like. Teaching children to express their opinions

independently and listen to other’s views.

Communication: modelling sentences, asking open ended questions and

allowing time for children to process, construct an answer and respond.

Encouraging children to share personal experiences. Listening to stories, singing

songs, rhymes and Makaton.

Gross motor skills: Encourage children to be active, climb, dig, jump, balance,

dance and large-scale mark making crossing the midline. Children to dress

themselves independently.

Cultural capital: To explore our local environment, posting letters and visiting our

local shops. Watch videos, read stories or roleplay different occupations and

ways of life.

Creativity: Children to express themselves in a range of ways, e.g. dancing, art or

movement. Creative resources are always available, and children can select

what they need independently.

Mathematical concepts: Throughout all pay introducing mathematics, size,

shape, weight, time, volume, numerals, addition, subtraction and counting.

Nature: Seasons, weather, growth, decay, habitats, and lifecycles.

Risks: Taking age-appropriate risk, e.g. tree climbing, tinkering, real gardening

tools and cutting fruit. 

We do this by:

In the 2’s room our intent starts with ensuring children develop an

understanding of their emotional needs, how to regulate their emotions,

begin to express themselves and show empathy. We discuss our feelings

throughout all elements of play, making sure children in our care feel secure

and have a strong bond with their key person.
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